Palermo
Palermo is the largest neighborhood in Buenos Aires. Palermo is famous of the big amount of
restaurants, bars, shops,… We can say that if you want a relaxing day, you have to go to here. You
can also find a lot of beautiful parks to enjoy the weather and the silence.
9.30

Take bus 130A at Avenida Paseo Colón 470, this is located at 500 meters from Via Via
Hostel.

10.24

After 13 stops you get off at Avenida Presidente Figueroa Alcorta. The Japanese
Gardens are at 270 meters from this bus stop.

10.30

Visit the Japanese gardens and enjoy the nature.

12.00

It is possible to eat in the restaurant at the Japanese Gardens.

13.30

From the restaurant it is a 9-minute to walk to MALBA. (Av. Figueroa Alcorta 3415).

13.40

Visit MALBA. This museum is the Latin American Art Museum of Buenos Aires.

16.00

After the visit at the museum you can spend some time in a special park El Paseo
Rosedal. This park is famous of the huge amount of roses. It is a walk of 18 minutes
from MALBA.

17.39

From El Paseo Rosedal you can take bus 34A and 34B at Avenida Libertador 36023650.

17.51

After 6 stops you get off at Darregueyra 2102-2140. From here you walk 9 minutes to
Plaza Armenia. Here are a lot of bars were you can drink something before dinner.

20.00

From Plaza Armenia it is a 5-minute walk to a very good meat restaurant Don Julio
(Guatemala 4699). Another good meat restaurant is located at 17 minutes to walk
The Argentine Experience (Fitz Roy 2110 Palermo Hollywood). If you want good
hamburgers you can go to Burger Joint (Jorge Luis Borges 1776), it is 5 minutes to
walk from Plaza Armenia.

22.31

For getting back to ViaVia Hostel from Plaza Armenia you walk 14 minutes to Avenida
Santa Fe (bus stop Scalabrini Ortiz) and there you take bus 152A to Avenida Paseo
Colón 667. From there it is a 2-minute walk to ViaVia Hostel.

price: MALBA: 100 pesos (wednesday 50 pesos)
Jardin japonés: 95 pesos
Bus: 19,50 pesos (sube card is necessary)

